University Outreach
432 N. Saginaw St.,
Suite 1001
Flint, MI 48502-1950
(810) 424-5486

Follow us: facebook.com/universityoutreach and twitter.com/umflintoutreach
UNIVERSITY OUTREACH works to facilitate learning and engagement through thoughtful collaboration and partnerships with campus and community.
WHAT DRIVES OUR WORK

University Outreach was founded in 1994 to facilitate learning and engagement through thoughtful collaboration and partnerships with campus and community. Guided by the University of Michigan-Flint’s mission, the work of University Outreach is driven by values of justice and fairness, community-building, healthy relationships, economic vitality, and a belief that we are here to serve one another.

We take pride in our history of serving campus and community, and remain committed to the success of our state.

2012 HIGHLIGHTS

+ UM-Flint was selected as the first recipient of the “Engaged Campus of the Year Award” presented by the Michigan Campus Compact.

+ UM-Flint is one of only 311 universities nationwide to receive the Carnegie Classification for Community Engagement. Now, other universities are contacting us to learn about our community engagement practices!

+ UM-Flint tracks which courses have community engagement activities, including projects where students apply their classroom learning on real-world projects. In 2012, 109 courses had the “Civic Engagement Course Indicator.”

+ More than 260 students participated in community service programs, contributing over 12,000 hours of service valued at $243,950.

STAFF
Gary Ashley / Mary Black / Kelli Catrell / Sherry Hayden / Jonathan Jarasz / Elizabeth Lowe / Sara McDonnell / Mona Munroe-Younis / Leyla Sanker / Lindsay Stoddard / Barbara Urlaub
EXPLORE THE WORLD
Will You Hold My Hand?
In the Parks in Focus program, Outreach staff helps youth connect to nature through photography. A series of outings culminates in a weekend camping trip at the Bay City State Recreation Area. Our programs create more access to opportunities for discovery.

BUILDING BLOCKS
Fostering Professional Growth
Understanding impact on the world through design thinking, creative problem solving, critical thinking, group communication, and philanthropy.

CONNECT THE DOTS
Learning from Place
From kindergarten to college, we support teachers in making learning relevant to students by building connections between classrooms and communities. Teachers, students and partners collaborate on projects that foster student engagement and empower the next generation of stewards.

RIPPLE EFFECT
Students Pay it Forward
I’m only one person, what can I do? “As part of a larger group, I was able to see how my contributions affect the group as a whole.” Outreach had 69 students participate in last year’s Alternative Spring Break program, giving $22,988.45 worth of service to the Flint community.

PERMISSION NOT REQUIRED
This is Your Playground
Innovation and creativity flourish in an atmosphere of experimentation. The impact is seen in start-up organizations that envision social and economic improvement. Who said changing the world was boring?
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Scan the QR Codes above with your smartphone or tablet to see related stories on our blog!
Essential to the University of Michigan-Flint’s mission is the belief that empowered individuals can exercise a measure of control over the social, environmental, and economic issues in their communities.

University Outreach’s approach to problem solving is multi-disciplinary and focused on practical experiences. It is a university-wide undertaking that looks to partner with individuals, neighborhood associations, businesses, not-for-profits, and government entities. We seek to inspire our faculty, students, and community members alike with the belief that social action united with intellectual insight can bring about positive change.

PEOPLE + PLACE = POSSIBILITIES